Activity Tables

The perfect combination of value, selection and quality.

- Durable
- Versatile
- Colorful
From finger painting to testing or training, our selection of activity tables meet your needs. They stand up to rigorous use and offer value plus an array of options. Activity tables come in more shapes, sizes and heights, as well as more surface, frame and edge colors than any other tables in the industry.

**Oxford Table**

Get fixed or adjustable legs on Oxford tables. A wide selection of shapes and sizes lets you choose the table that best fits your needs.

**Color Options**

Surface laminates feature wood grain, solid or patterned finishes in many standard colors.

Legs with leveling glides are available in chrome or a variety of colorful, durable paint finishes.

Edges come in colors that contrast or coordinate with the legs.

---

**Shape Up.**

Five shape options let you choose the right table for any application, including team activities, traditional training or instruction, individual study or small group teaching.

---

Oxford legs offer the versatility of fixed or adjustable styles.

Legs attach directly to the surface with a unique one-piece keyhole. This method of attachment provides fast connection and greater strength.

Vinyl bullnose edge is securely attached to the table core. Edge won’t peel off or pull apart and surface won’t sag or warp.